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SIR ARTHUR BLISS

1 A Witchery Song for soprano and instrumental ensemble (1918) (3’44”)
 Text : E. H. W. Meyerstein
 Jennifer Vyvyan, soprano
 Wigmore Ensemble
 BBC Broadcast 31 March 1958

2  (1920) (6’52”)
 Text : Arthur Bliss – ‘a medley of made-up words’
 Jennifer Vyvyan, soprano
 Wigmore Ensemble
 BBC Broadcast 31 March 1958

3  (1951) (16’59”)
 Text : Henry Reed from the Second Idyll of Theocritus
 Pamela Bowden, contralto

BBC Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Rudolf Schwarz
BBC Broadcast 21 April 1957

THE BEATITUDES

Heather Harper soprano Gerald English tenor

conducted by

Madame Noy & Rout Jennifer Vyvyan

The Enchantress Pamela Bowden

Sir Arthur Bliss



Sir Arthur Bliss

 (1961)
Text arranged by Christopher Hassall

 Heather Harper, soprano  Gerald English, tenor
 Goldsmiths Choral Union, Royal Choral Society, Wembley Philharmonic Society
 BBC Chorus, BBC Symphony Orchestra

conducted by Sir Arthur Bliss
Promenade Premiere, Albert Hall, London. BBC Broadcast 31 August 1964

4   Prelude : A Troubled World (3’12”)
5   I The Mount of Olives   (4’11”)
6   II  First and Second Beatitudes  (3’13”)
7  III Easter (5’56”)
8  IV I got me flowers to strew thy way (3’37”)
9   V Third Beatitude (1’13”)
10   VI The lofty looks of man shall be humbled  (3’53”)
11   VII Forth Beatitude (1’56”)
12   VIII The Call  (3’39”)
13    Interlude (1’27”)
14   IX Fifth, Sixth, Seventh & Eighth Beatitudes (3’08”)
15   X And Death shall have no Dominion  (3’35”)
16   XI Ninth Beatitude (1’34”)
17 Voices of the mob  (1’08”)
18   XII Epilogue - O Blessed Jesu  (6’36”)

Tape transfer and restoration by Mike Clements



Richard Itter with Sir Arthur Bliss at the Lyrita recording of
 in 1966

(1891-1975) is perhaps most widely known for orchestral pieces
such as the  (1922), his score for Alexander Korda’s 1936 film of H.
G. Wells’s  and the ballet suite  (1937), yet he also wrote a
substantial amount of vocal and choral music throughout his creative life.  Indeed the
human voice inspired him regularly to some of his most intimate and passionate
statements: conceived in the aftermath of the First World War, in which he served as
an infantry officer, the choral symphony,  (1930), for example, is a
deeply personal score, inscribed by the composer, ‘To the Memory of my brother
Francis Kennard Bliss and all other Comrades killed in battle.’

Following demobilisation from the army in 1919, Bliss wrote incidental music for a
performance of .  This, his first experience of writing for the stage,
resulted in a lasting inclination towards music which evolved from some external
impulse.  He resolved to investigate the sonorities of particular instruments, often with
a voice as part of the orchestration, in highly individual, quasi-theatrical short pieces for
chamber ensembles.  The resulting group of four exploratory essays in sonority and
textures, written between 1918 and 1920 and consisting of , ,

 and , may have accorded him a short-lived reputation as an
 but, as a more enduring legacy, they can also be said to have paved the

way for his first large-scale orchestral work, the .

The ‘witchery song’  (1918) is written for soprano, flute, clarinet, bassoon,
harp, viola and double bass.  It is a setting of a poem by E. H. W. Meyerstein and was
premiered by its dedicatee Anne Thursfield with an ensemble under Bliss’s direction at
the Wigmore Hall on 23 June 1920.  This bizarre tale, an elaborate variation on the old
nursery rhyme ‘Old Mother Hubbard’, is related to the accompaniment of droll or
atmospheric sounds, as appropriate, from a carefully chosen instrumental group.  Its
first performances did not meet with critical approval, which was reserved instead for
his next work, the  for flute, cor anglais, string quartet, double bass and two
voices of 1919.

The title of Bliss’s third piece for voice with chamber orchestra,  (1920) is used in
the old sense of popular revelry.  This delightfully spirited and vibrant score is an



evocation of the snatches of song which might be caught by someone watching a
carnival from an open window.  Bliss, instead of employing words, made up a series of
nonsense syllables for the soprano soloist, chosen for their phonetic effect, and the voice
is therefore assimilated into the distinctive texture he derives from strings, flute, clarinet,
glockenspiel, side drum and harp.  At the request of Diaghilev, Bliss later rescored it for
full orchestra so that it could be used for intermissions between ballets.1  The original
version for modest forces was first performed by Grace Crawford (to whom the work is
dedicated) with a select team of soloists conducted by the composer in London on 15
December 1920. On this occasion, in response to the enthusiasm of the audience’s
reaction,  was repeated twice, once in its place in the programme and again at the
end of the concert.

Jennifer Vyvyan’s flexible and spontaneous-sounding approach to the text graces the
wide-ranging vocal lines of both  and  in the featured 1958 broadcast
with the Wigmore Ensemble.  Two years earlier, she had been asked by Bliss to join a
small party of British musicians on a politically significant concert tour of Russian cities,
and they remained in close contact thereafter.   Though most closely associated with
the music of Benjamin Britten, Vyvyan also counted several Bliss works in her
repertoire: in addition to including his songs in her recitals, she took the role of
Madeline in the opera  and the soprano part in the world and London
premieres of his cantata .

Bliss’s output contains many examples of collaborative works which derived from his
admiration for the outstanding performing ability of great soloists.  Hence, the
concertos for piano (1939), violin (1955) and cello (1970) were written for Solomon,
Campoli and Rostropovich, respectively.  Another piece which qualifies for this
category is the rarely encountered scena for contralto and orchestra,
(1951).  The text was supplied by Bliss’s poet friend Henry Reed, who had suggested a
setting of the ‘Second Idyll’ of Theocritus, in which Simætha, rejected by her lover
Delphis, uses witchcraft to entice him back into her arms.  Reed produced a free
adaptation which inspired the composer to create an effective dramatic showcase for
Kathleen Ferrier, to whom the score is dedicated.

THE LYRITA RECORDED EDITION TRUST
ITTER BROADCAST COLLECTION

Richard Itter had a life-long fascination with recording and he
habitually acquired professional equipment for disc and tape recording
even for solely private use. From his home in Burnham he was able to
receive a good signal from the BBC Wrotham transmitter, which was
constructed in 1951 and began broadcasting VHF/FM on 2 May 1955.
His domestic recordings from BBC transmissions (including Proms,
premieres, operas, symphonies and chamber music – more than 1500
works in total), date from 1952-1996. Everything was initially recorded
on magnetic tape, but up to 1955 particularly important performances
were transferred to acetate disc. These fragile discs were never played
and have remained in excellent condition, as have the majority of the
tapes which make up the bulk of the collection. In 2014 the Lyrita
Recorded Edition Trust begun to transfer this priceless archive and has
put in place formal agreements with the BBC and the Musicians Union
to enable the release of items from it to the public.



O blessed Jesus, who art become to us the fountain of peace and sanctity, of
righteousness and charity, of life and perpetual benediction, imprint in our spirits
these glorious characterisms of Christianity, that we by such excellent dispositions
may be consigned to the infinity of blessedness, which thou camest to reveal, and
minister, and exhibit to mankind.

cover photo : The Sermon on the Mount, Carl Heinrich Bloch (1877)
photographs of Sir Arthur Bliss © Lyrita Recorded Edition
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17 In his autobiography, Bliss wrote of the joy of working with Ferrier: ‘…everyone who
ever met her was struck with her joyous vitality and goodness.  It was indeed her
goodness that made it impossible for me to imagine her using black magic with evil
intent, and in the person of Simætha, calling on Hecate for revenge, and burning in the
fire the wax image of her lover.  I told her so, but she only laughed – and went on singing
gloriously.’ 2

Ferrier gave the first performance with the BBC Northern Orchestra on 2 October 1951
in a studio broadcast conducted by Charles Groves; she also gave the concert premiere
with the London Symphony Orchestra under the baton of Hugo Rignold at the Royal
Festival Hall on 6 April 1952.3   Bliss’s then-recent experience of creating a full-length
opera,  (1948-9) may be detected in the intense theatricality of

 and in its heady brew of recitative and arioso, which forms a fluid, episodic
narrative recalling the mosaic-like structure of .  To highlight the tale’s grimly
mocking aspects, the rich, mellow timbres of clarinets and bassoons are excluded from
the orchestra, the composer relying instead on what he termed ‘the nasal tone of oboe
and cor anglais, and the sardonic sound of muted brass.’ 4

A synopsis of the action prefaces the score:

‘Simætha, a proud Cyracusan lady, has been deserted by her lover
Delphis.  In despair she resorts to sorcery to charm him back.  She
orders her slave girl to bring her the materials for her rites, laurel
leaves, a bowl of flame, a potion.  She prays to the Moon, bright
goddess of Heaven, and to Hecate, dark goddess of Hell.  She
prays for the power of Circe and Medea.  She casts on the flames
barley grains to burn as the bones of her lover, and the laurel leaves
to burn as his flesh.  She melts in the fire a wooden image of him.
Her prayers are answered.  Dogs baying betray the presence of
Hecate and Simætha’s lover is drawn irresistibly back to her arms.’



In the BBC broadcast from 21 April 1957 included in this programme contralto Pamela
Bowden gets to the heart of this darkly passionate music, powerfully conveying
Simætha’s fury, despair and thwarted love.  There is tenderness to be found in the
central episode when she asks for the heart of her lover to be melted as well as acrid
bitterness as she casts the spell.  She is sympathetically supported by incisive and limpid
accompaniment from the BBC Symphony Orchestra under Rudolf Schwarz.

Bliss was ‘Master of the Queen’s Musick’ 5 when he was commissioned to write
(1961) for the Coventry Festival of 1962 to mark the opening of the new

Coventry Cathedral.  The choice of subject seemed especially apt as Sir Basil Spence’s
modernist cathedral was created as a gesture of reconciliation for the ruination of the
old cathedral during the bombing of the city in the Second World War. Significantly
the work is dedicated to a representative of the post-war generation, the composer’s first
grandchild, Susan, born in 1955.

The first performance was beset by problems.  Scheduling difficulties connected with
the opening services and rehearsals for other events, chiefly the premiere of Britten’s

, meant that there was no possibility of staging  in the
cathedral, as originally planned.  A substitute venue was hastily arranged and Bliss’s
major choral piece made a hugely unsatisfactory debut in Coventry Theatre on the
evening of 25 May 1962, following the consecration of the cathedral earlier that day.
Bliss had conceived his work for the cathedral’s vast spaces and wrote a significant part
for the newly installed cathedral organ – the confined and acoustically challenged
theatre made an unsuitable surrogate and the imported Hammond organ was the
ultimate travesty of the composer’s original vision.  The soloists in the world premiere
were Jennifer Vyvyan and Richard Lewis with the Coventry Cathedral Festival Choir
and the BBC Symphony Orchestra, conducted by the composer.  The BBC broadcast
the event on the Home Service.6  Further performances took place in Gloucester
Cathedral7 and in London, but the piece had to wait 50 years before it was performed
in the building for which it was initially planned.  In his preface to the commemorative
programme book for that historic performance given on 22 September 2012 at
Coventry Cathedral, Sir Peter Maxwell Davies, then Master of the Queen’s Music,
referred to the ‘conspicuously fine quality’ of the music’s invention and concluded,

And death shall have no dominion.
Under the windings of the sea
They lying long shall not die windily;
Twisting on racks when sinews give way,
Strapped to a wheel, yet they shall not break;
Faith in their hands shall snap in two,
And the unicorn evils run them through;
Split all ends up they shan't crack;
And death shall have no dominion.

And death shall have no dominion.
No more may gulls cry at their ears
Or waves break loud on the seashores;
Where blew a flower may a flower no more
Lift its head to the blows of the rain;
Though they be mad and dead as nails,
Heads of the characters hammer through daisies;
Break in the sun till the sun breaks down,
And death shall have no dominion.
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16
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Can there be any day but this,
Though many sunnes to shine endeavour?
We count three hundred, but we misse:
There is but one, and that one ever.

And the loftiness of man shall be bowed down,
And the haughtiness of men shall be made low:
And the LORD alone shall be exalted in that day.
And the idols he shall utterly abolish.
And they shall go into the holes of the rocks,
And into the caves of the earth, for fear of the LORD,
And for the glory of his majesty, when he ariseth to shake terribly the earth.

Come, my Way, my Truth, my Life
Such a Way, as gives us breath
Such a Truth, as ends all strife
And such a Life, as killeth death.

Come, my Light, my Feast, my Strength
Such a Light, as shows a feast
Such a Feast, as mends in length
Such a Strength, as makes his guest.

Come, my Joy, my Love, my Heart
Such a Joy, as none can move
Such a Love, as none can part
Such a Heart, as joyes in love.

9

10

11

12

‘The anguished orchestral prelude that depicts ‘A troubled world’ seems perhaps even
more relevant now than it was in 1962, as does the message of .’

Christopher Hassall, who had recently worked with Bliss on the opera for television,
 (1960), suggested the subject of the work and discussed with the

composer the options of which texts to set as interludes and commentaries on the
Biblical source.  Bliss was keenly aware of the pitfalls of limiting the text to verses 3 –
11 of the fifth chapter of St Matthew exclusively, because, as he wrote in his
autobiography, ‘…each Beatitude shines with the same clear silver gleam, and little
contrast of light is possible without deliberately using a distorting mirror.’  Thus he
varies his treatments of the Sermon on the Mount by grouping the first two and
penultimate four Beatitudes together.  They are further enhanced by a passage from
The Old Testament and the use of well-known writings by three great 17th century
metaphysical authors Henry Vaughan, George Herbert and Jeremy Taylor, and one
modern master Dylan Thomas, whose urgently dramatic poem

forms a natural climax to these poetry settings.  Even further contrast is
provided by an expression of violence to offset the beatific vision – the agitated
orchestral prelude ‘A Troubled World’ makes a strong impact and its unsettling charge
of latent aggression is recalled in the brief orchestral interlude, marked ,
that follows George Herbert’s  (‘Come my Way, my truth, my Life’).

All these disparate elements are meticulously arrayed in a cogent sequence that reaches
a peak in the unnerving eruption of savage hatred personified by the ‘Voices of the mob’
ending on their cry of ‘kill’ 8and in the following serene prayer of peace, ‘O Blessed Jesu’,
with which the work concludes.  Further integration is supplied musically by the use of
a fanfare motif heard in the opening bars which recurs throughout the score in diverse
forms.

The overarching message is that contemporary life has discarded the real meaning of the
Beatitudes, a point reinforced by the quotation from John Donne’s  which
heads the score:

…we, except God say
Another Fiat, shall have no more day.



 stands Janus-like in Bliss’s choral output.  It builds on the earlier
anthology-based settings of  (‘Lie strewn the white flocks’) of 1928,

(1929) and  (1930) and at the same time
initiated a further sequence consisting of  (1962),

 (1964),  (1969) and
 (1974).

In the Proms broadcast from 31 August 1964 presented on this disc featuring the BBC
Symphony Orchestra under the baton of the composer, the lyrical passages are
particularly affecting.  Especial highlights are Bliss’s ecstatic treatment of Herbert’s

‘Easter’ and the sensitivity which he brings to the directly communicative handling of ‘I
got me flowers to strew thy way’, with its subtle interposition of the Easter antiphon

‘Haec dies quam fecit Dominus’, capped by the soloists’ florid ‘Alleluias’.  Also quietly
impressive is the rapt realisation of Taylor’s ‘O Blessed Jesu’ which culminates in an
imposing, calmly spacious closing ‘Amen’.

PAUL CONWAY, 2015

1 Bliss recorded this revised, large-scale incarnation of the score with the London Symphony
Orchestra on Lyrita SRCD.225.
2 Arthur Bliss, (London: Faber, 1970), 191.
3 In a programme which also included the London premiere of Peter Racine Fricker’s Second
Symphony.
4 Ibid.
5 He preferred the archaic spelling.
6 Featured on Dutton 2CDBP 9818.
7 Programmed as part of the Three Choirs Festival in September 1962.
8 Reminiscent of the comparably visceral choral shout of ‘slain’ in the central section of William
Walton’s of 1929.

Rise heart: thy Lord is risen. Sing his praise
    Without delayes,
Who takes thee by the hand, that thou likewise
    With him mayst rise:
That, as his death calcined thee to dust,
His life may make thee gold, and much more just.

Awake, my lute, and struggle for thy part
    With all thy art.
The crosse taught all wood to resound his name,
    Who bore the same.
His stretched sinews taught all strings, what key
Is best to celebrate this most high day.

Consort both heart and lute, and twist a song
    Pleasant and long:
Or since all music is but three parts vied
    And multiplied;
O let thy blessed Spirit bear a part,
And make up our defects with his sweet art.

I got me flowers to strew thy way;
I got me boughs off many a tree:
But thou wast up by break of day,
And brought’st thy sweets along with thee.

The sunne arising in the East,
Though he give light, & th’East perfume;
If they should offer to contest
With thy arising, they presume.

7
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Oh think, moon, of my love…
See, I am no longer laughed at, no longer mocked!
Companion or lover, he shall leave them,
He shall be mine again, shall lie in my arms again!
Our bodies, brighter than these flames, shall burn again together!
Oh magic wheel, enchanted fire!
I bless your power: and in your power I am answered.

Sweet, sacred hill! on whose fair brow
My Saviour sate, shall I allow
              Language to love,
And idolize some shade, or grove,
Neglecting thee? such ill-plac'd wit,
Conceit, or call it what you please,
              Is the brain's fit,
              And mere disease.

Yet if poets mind thee well,
They shall find thou art their hill,
              And fountain too.
Their Lord with thee had most to do;
He wept once, walk'd whole nights on thee:
And from thence—His suff'rings ended—
              Unto glory
              Was attended.

5

4

Old Madame Noy hath stolen forth
To the Church on the sands nigh Perranporth.
The winds are asleep on the ocean’s back,
The moon’s ring faint and the skyline black;
And when she is sure she is quite alone
She grubs in the sand till she finds a bone,
And her old face wrinkles with joy at the sight
As she buckles her cloak and is lost in the night.

She has gotten her bone, but she will not sup,
For safe in the cupboard she locks it up
With an albatross’s skull and three slips of yew
For a deed of magic she means to do
When a black-sailed brig shall appear at sea
And the moon is as large as large can be;
For the skipper shall never his lady wed,
But ’tis not yet time and she goes to bed.

She has gone to bed and ‘tis twelve o’clock
When she hears from the cupboard a muffled knock,
Once, twice, again, and then a moan
And a voice that whispers “Give back my bone”.
Old Madame Noy hath jump’d from her bed
To the cupboard door she hath press’d her head,
And clear as a bell there comes that moan
And the whisper “Give back, give back my bone”.

She’s open’d the cupboard and window wide
And hurl’d the talkative bone outside.
She watches it sink to the dewy ground
And hears it fall with a whistling sound.
When all of a sudden the moon grows big
And over the sea glides a black-sailed brig,
And she curses her luck and the bone in despair,
But beneath comes a low mocking laugh on the air.

1



Bring me the laurel leaves, oh bring them, bring them.
And bring the potion I must use against him.
Bring me the scarlet threads, that I may bind them
Around the bowl of flame, against the man I love,
I love you, oh Delphis, oh faithless one.
Twelve days have passed,
And you, oh stony-hearted,
No longer can know
Whether I live or die.
In their light hands
Have love and Aphrodite
Borne off your heart
By another’s side to lie?
Go, then. Let them.
I will enchant you back.

Oh moon, shine fair, I will murmur softly to you,
To you, bright Goddess of Heaven, to you, dark Goddess of Hell,
Hecate: black blood about you, whelps coursing round you,
Haunting death’s places.
Dark Goddess, fill me, help me to the end.
Make now my spell as strong as the spell of Circe,
Give me the heart of Medea, give me the power
Of Perimede with the golden hair.
Oh magic wheel, oh stay his footsteps,
Draw hither to my house the man I love.
Now to the flames I fling you one by one.
To the fire, to the fire!
Burn, barley grains, burn as the bones of Delphis!

Burn, laurel branch, burn as the flesh of his sides!
As the branch and the grain, may he be so consumed.
Oh magic wheel, stay his footsteps,
Draw hither to my house the man I love.

3 Dark Goddess, aid me: I melt the soft image of wax:
So let the heart of Delphis by love be melted.
Oh Aphrodite! I turn the restless wheel:
Thus let him turn, restless about my doors.

Silent the sea, beneath the silent winds;
Only unsilent the knocking in my breast;
Silent the moon: ponder, oh moon, in silence:
Think of my love, oh holy moon, and whence it came.
How I saw him in the street among his companions,
How my heart went out to him, how I faltered there,
How I lay here, fevered and lost, for ten long days,
How I sent my slave-girl about the city to find him:

‘Bid him come, bid Delphis come,
Bring him here. I am dying.’
How I heard his first footfall outside my door,
And the fire turned to ice in my veins,
And he entered, all golden and smiling, with garlands about him;
And he sat by my side, and he took my hand in his hand. Ah!

And he said: ‘Simætha, Simætha.’
And he said: ‘I could keep from you no longer.’
And he said: ‘I was coming unsummoned, Simætha.’
And he said: ‘I have always loved you.’
And he said: ‘Oh love, you have called me, oh love, you have saved me,
Have caught me from the fire of the longing that consumed me,
Oh love, I am here!
You have saved me from fire,’ he said, ‘from fire.’

And now in the fire I fling you, oh Delphis!
The barley, the laurel, the grain-husk, the snake, the venom,
The image of wax, and the scarlet fringe of your cloak:
It is you, oh Delphis, and I fling you to the flame!
Artemis, mover of all things, oh aid me…!
Listen: Through the deserted streets the dogs are baying!
The Goddess stands at the cross-roads!
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